
1080 Werombi Rd, Theresa Park

SIMPLY MAGNIFICENT - (10) ACRES -
BESPOKE IN EVERY ASPECT
DEFINITELY ONE TO ADMIRE! - Bespoke design, engineer built the

elements of this fastidious property can simply not be overlooked.

Magnificent proportions, levels of style & sophistication blended to

absolute perfection. Elevated characteristics, sweeping views from the

most commanding vantage points, total privacy assure from the gated entry

point, traverse circular driveway across dual dams, look upwards to sheer

desirability.

Massive road frontage, privacy assured. The homestead consisting of four

bedrooms belies the impact immediately evident upon entry. Tremendous

proportions, vaulted ceilings, swathed in natural light, sunken living area,

open space family enjoyment also with areas to sneak off for quiet time. A

beautiful kitchen beckons culinary inspiration, everything adds up to a

positive experience.

First time offered and totally enjoyed since creation, one for the hobby

farmer, car enthusiast with multiple workshop / garaging, also ideal for a

business from home operator. Every room has its own identity with

beautiful aspect & ambiance, overstating the desirable views will not be lost

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and

rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Price SOLD for $2,015,000

Property TypeResidential

Property ID 1013

Land Area 10.00 ac

Agent Details

Thomas Schweigler - 0451 042 086

Office Details

Reside

3/112 ARGYLE STREET Picton

NSW 2571 Australia 

02 4677 3611

Sold


